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ABSTRACT – Increasing attention is being paid to the assessment of white
matter properties and its structural connectivity, both in healthy subjects
and patients with cerebral lesions. Within this framework, new neurocogni-
tive models based on hodological properties have been developed under a
connectomic perspective in order to explain substrates and cognitive mech-
anisms related to cerebral functions such as language and memory. With
regards to focal and drug-resistant epilepsy conceived as a network disor-
der, new insights in terms of structural connectivity have led to significant
advances in epilepsy research, concerning fundamental research (neu-
rocognitive mechanisms of plasticity) and clinical application (optimization
of decision making for curative surgery). We believe that such findings in

f white matter in cerebral function-
y be helpful for both researchers and
psy.

r, hodology, focal epilepsy, plasticity,

context of growing interest with
a connectomic perspective, many
MRI methods and parameters
are now available to assess WM
orrespondence:

the literature, focused on the role o
ing in relation to neurocognition, ma
clinicians working in the field of epile
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Structural connectivity refers to the
study of the anatomical features of
brain networks in terms of subcorti-
cal white matter (WM) that underlies
interconnections between different
cortical regions. Within the current

anatomical properties including
architecture, spatial trajectory, den-
sity or integrity (Sporns, 2013). These
structural properties, investigated
in relation to cognitive func-
tions and behavioral performance,
allows the development of more
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omplex neurocognitive models and to supplant the
raditional localizationist view of cognitive function-
ng for a more realistic hodological view (hodology,
rom “hodos” meaning “pathway” in Greek) (Duffau,
017). A distinction is usually made between the
acroscale and meso-microscale based on specific
M features. The macroscopic level refers to the

lobal morphology of bundles (e.g. length, trajectory,
r spatial disposition), whereas the meso-microscopic

evel (millimetre scale) refers to WM bundle proper-
ies that are not directly visible to the naked eye (e.g.
issue composition and integrity). The analysis of the

eso-microscopic level, in a non-invasive way, can be
arried out using MRI by exploiting various parame-
ers derived from diffusion image processing (e.g. a
iffusion tensor model [DTI]). At a more macroscopic

evel, the fibres can be modelled by tractographic
econstruction (deterministic or probabilistic tractog-
aphy) on the basis of diffusion data (see educational
lides [additional supplementary material] for a more
etailed description and illustration of these major
ethods and techniques derived from diffusion MRI).

evels of structural connectivity
nd plasticity potential

acroscopic level

acroscopically, WM fibres organise into clusters that
orm extensive communication pathways, classified as:

projection fibres (e.g. corona radiata, internal cap-
ule, cortico-spinal tracts) which connect the cerebral
ortex to the basal ganglia, brainstem, and grey matter
f the spinal cord;
commissural fibres (corpus callosum, anterior and

osterior commissures, hippocampal commissures)
hich enable connections between regions of the left

nd right hemispheres;
and association fibres which facilitate intra-

emispheric connections and interconnect the vari-
us cortical regions within a given hemisphere; short
bres (U-shaped) interconnect adjacent gyri, whereas

ong fibre bundles interconnect the various lobes
ithin a given hemisphere (see figure 1 for an example
f long association fascicles).
isconnection surgery and callosotomy (neurosur-
ical disconnections on the corpus callosum in
atients with epilepsy) are associated with signifi-
pileptic Disord, Vol. 20, No. 2, April 2018

ant cognitive deficits (Glickstein and Berlucchi, 2008),
uggesting that the WM fibres are essential for cog-
ition. Indeed, large WM lesions are accompanied
y severe behavioral and cognitive deficits and less

avourable prognosis (e.g. Kiran, 2012; Lunven et al.,
015). Hence, neurosurgeons now make every pos-
ible effort to preserve the connections of the main

H
t
m
e
(
t
t

Structural connectivity and epilepsy

etworks and resections are no longer limited to cer-
ain cortical areas traditionally considered as crucial
eloquent areas); instead, the impact on WM bundles
s avoided. A number of data support the idea that
he plastic potential of WM macrostructure is minimal,
uggesting low inter-individual variability and weak
eorganization capacity of the WM. For instance, WM
undles in adults are similar to those in young chil-
ren, which even connect cortical regions that have
et to mature (Dubois et al., 2009). Furthermore, stud-
es performed on congenitally deaf cats show that
hese cats have the same basis of structural connectiv-
ty as cats with normal hearing (Lomber et al., 2010). No
arge-scale reorganization occurs in terms of anatom-
cal association with the pathology. Interestingly, it
lso emerged from this study that over-developed
bilities for peripheral vision and movement detec-
ion (the visual dorsal pathway) in deaf cats might
e attributable to cross-modal functional plasticity,
uggesting that unused analogous structures (the audi-
ory dorsal pathway) are colonised by visual functions.
aken as a whole, these findings support the concept
hat -despite some of the variability within similar
tructures- the WM wiring is closely comparable in all
ubjects and goes hand in hand with the preservation
f functional specificities (intrinsic characteristics).
his echoes the concept of the “minimal common
rain”, described by Ius et al. (2011) as an invariable
onstituent of the central nervous system based on
evere constraints imposed by the cerebral architec-
ure itself. Indeed, the major fascicles are composed
f convergent fibres that traverse narrow spaces (WM
apsules and stems; Hau et al., 2016) delimited by
natomical boundaries (gyri, sulci, ventricles, and grey
uclei), thus precluding the occurrence of major mor-
hological variations (Duffau, 2017).

eso-microscopic level

esoscopically, though relatively well structured,
he cerebral WM exhibits a complex microstructural
natomy composed of axonal fibres and glial cells
mainly oligodendrocytes, astrocytes and microglia).
dvances in the field of neuro-histology have allowed
s to study myelination at various stages and sug-
ests that the microstructure of the WM is dynamic.
ecent studies have shown that the number of myeli-
ated axons within bundles varies and all axons are
ot myelinated in the same way (Walhovd et al., 2014).
89

istologically, the myelin sheath thickness is quan-
ified by using the myelin g-ratio. For many years,

yelin thickness was thought to be a simple lin-
ar phenomenon determined by axonal diameter
Tomassy et al., 2014), which meant that the larger
he axon, the more myelinated it would be. However,
his correlation appears to be not so obvious, and
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Figure 1. Illustration of the main association fascicles involved in language and verbal memory networks (adapted from Catani and
Thiebaut de Schotten [2012] and Catani et al. [2013], with permission).
(A) Representation of the language network according to Mesulam (2000); the superior longitudinal fascicle (SLF) and the arcuate
fascicle (Arc) are involved in the dorsal phonological pathway, described in the Duffau model (Duffau, 2008) and connect Broca’s area
to Wernicke’s area, among others.
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B) The semantic ventral pathway for recognising or identifying ob
nferior fascicles -the inferior longitudinal fascicle (ILF) and inferio
ole.

C) Illustration of the memory-emotion network according to Me
he cingulum (Cing), and the uncinate (Unc) fascicles. Usually, lan
emisphere (LH).

onsiderable variability has been observed. Instead,
ccording to Walhovd et al. (2014), the most plau-
ible hypothesis is that myelin thickness variability
s directly related to neuronal activity. A number of
tudies have shown that the myelin-producing precur-
ors, the oligodendrocytes, have the capacity to detect
nd react to changes occurring in neuronal activity
Gibson et al., 2014).
iffusion MRI enables in vivo non-invasive imaging of

he microstructural characteristics of WM in the whole
rain. If WM macrostructure appears to be relatively
nchangeable, its microstructure, on the other hand,

s plastic. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) carried out in
oung children shows that fibre bundle maturation:
unfolds in tandem with child development;
is associated with increased electrical transmission;
and appears to reflect the progress that a new-born

hild makes after birth (Dubois et al., 2012). Schlegel
t al. (2012) observed microstructure plasticity in sev-
ral WM bundles following intensive second-language

earning. In elderly persons, the microstructural
ntegrity of WM and executive capacity, such as speed
nformation processing, are interrelated (for a review
0

ee Madden et al. [2012]).
hese studies again suggest that myelination is directly
elated to neuronal activity (Walhovd et al., 2014).
he myelin sheath-producing oligodendrocytes are
he most metabolically active cells and thus the most
ulnerable to metabolic lesions (Madden et al., 2012).
tructural connectivity directly supports functional
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s and faces (Mesulam, 2000; Duffau et al., 2014); this concentrates
nto-occipital fascicle (IFOF)- that converge towards the temporal

m (2000); this concerns a vast network involving the fornix (Fox),
ge-verbal memory networks are essentially lateralized in the left

iring (Hervé et al., 2013), but cognitive functioning
lso has a modulating effect on these connections.
icrostructural changes can affect connection quality

strength or velocity) and at the same time, generation
nd elimination of synapses and connections (long-
erm potentiation or depression) are determined by
he activity (synchronous/asynchronous discharges, or
o discharges) that unfolds between various cells or on
broader scale, cortical regions.

tructural connectivity
nd neurocognition of language
nd memory

ecently developed neurocognitive models inte-
rate structural connectivity in addition to functional
ata. These hodological models are based on the
oncept that cerebral processing results from the
ntegration and potentiation of networks composed
f parallel, albeit partially overlapping, sub-circuits

Duffau et al., 2013).
he well-described hodological model of language
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 20, No. 2, April 2018

onnectivity proposed by Duffau (2008) (revised by
uffau et al. [2014]) is developed from direct electri-

al subcortical stimulation and focuses on the role
f various WM bundles in language operations. This
odel, which includes a dorsal and ventral pathway, is

ased on the concept that language function results
rom a coherent action of neuron populations which
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re largely distributed and inter-connected in parallel,
onstituting two main bidirectional pathways; a ventral
emantic pathway and a dorsal phonological pathway.
he dorsal phonological pathway directly connects
he posterior temporal cortex to the posterior frontal
ortex, via the arcuate fasciculus (Arc). When this

M bundle is stimulated (for language, in the dom-
nant hemisphere) during a naming task, phonemic
araphasia is observed (Martino et al., 2013). The arcu-
te fasciculus thus appears to play a crucial role in
honological processing. The phonological pathway

s likewise supported by the superior longitudinal fas-
iculus (SLF), which is lateral to the arcuate fasciculus
nd which underlies:

the articulatory loop (inferior frontal cortex to
upramarginal gyrus) involved in auditory and verbal
orking memory (SLF-a: anterior segment);
and the discourse perception network, connecting

he supramarginal gyrus and the posterior tempo-
al regions (SLF-p: posterior segment). Stimulation of
he SLF in the predominant hemisphere for language
ngenders articulatory disorders (Moritz-Gasser et
l., 2013) induced by dysfunction of the executive
anguage system that controls motor planning and flex-
bility (Kinoshita et al., 2015).
TI tractography studies and anatomical dissections
f the ventral semantic pathway reveal two partially
verlapping branches (Sarubbo et al., 2016). A direct
ranch connects the occipital and temporal regions to
refrontal areas via the inferior fronto-occipital fasci-
ulus (IFOF). This lexico-semantic pathway (in the left
emisphere for language) facilitates access to knowl-
dge and concepts (Moritz-Gasser et al., 2013), as well
s to semantic control (Whitney et al., 2012). An indirect
ranch supported by the inferior longitudinal fasci-
ulus (ILF), of which the posterior segment connects
he occipital to the occipito-temporal functional zones
visual form of objects), is involved in visual recogni-
ion and object identification (Mandonnet et al., 2009).
timulation of the ventral semantic pathway triggers:
semantic paraphasia in nearly 90% of cases during a

isual object-recognition test;
and verbal perseverations (Khan et al., 2014).

hese cortico-cortical circuits appear to act mutually,
n parallel and interactively, before joining up with the
refrontal cortex for integration of the final products
f each of the subnetworks. It also appears that the

unctioning of this large distributed network is modu-
ated by a striato-cortical loop that connects the frontal
pileptic Disord, Vol. 20, No. 2, April 2018

esial structures to the head of the caudate nucleus.
his loop plays a role in language control and particu-

arly in selection, inhibition, and planning. In addition,
final common pathway leads to the last stage of

peech production (Duffau, 2008; Duffau et al., 2014).

h
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t
t
2

Structural connectivity and epilepsy

here is so far no clearly established hodological
odel for memory. However, a large fronto-parieto-

emporal network that involves the left hemisphere
ppears to be responsible for verbal memory (Alessio
t al., 2013; Perrone-Bertolotti et al., 2015). In line with
he aforementioned information concerning the ven-
ral semantic pathway, the left ILF plays a major part
n the memorization of verbal information (Shinoura
t al., 2007). In addition, the uncinate fasciculus (Unc),
fronto-temporal connection, likewise plays a major

ole in the memory process (encoding and recogni-
ion, and autonoetic consciousness), mainly because
esecting it severs the associative temporal cortex from
he frontal cortex (Travers, 2008). Other WM fibres,
amely the cingulate (Cing) and fornix (Fox) that are
art of the Papez circuit, are involved in memory and

earning (Metzler-Baddeley et al., 2017). In the medial
emporal lobe, the connections between limbic struc-
ures, as well as between these structures and lateral
emporal regions, allow for activity synergy between
motions, behavior, and memory, which are essential
or the constitution of episodic memory traces (Catani
t al., 2013).
hese observations concerning the structural con-
ectivity of language and memory processes confirm
esulam’s theories (figure 1). Based on “a lesion

pproach” and functional imaging, Mesulam (2000)
escribed a number of large networks that are involved

n cognition and behavior. One of these networks is the
anguage network containing two epicentres: Broca’s
nd Wernicke’s areas (an object and face identifica-
ion network that converges towards a crucial zone of
he semantic system; the temporal pole) and an emo-
ion and memory network (of which the epicentres are
ocated in the internal temporal lobe; the amygdalo-
ippocampic complex).
anguage and verbal memory functions, which are
nextricably bound up with intrinsic networks based
n temporal hubs, are normally lateralized in the left
emisphere in healthy subjects (in terms of language

or 95% and 80% of right and left-handed subjects,
espectively) (Hervé et al., 2013). Likewise, whereas
he right hemisphere plays an important role under
ertain conditions, such as in prosodic processing,
hen subjects are confronted with a complex task

or which they lack the requisite expertise, or in the
ase of brain pathology (Baciu and Perrone-Bertolotti,
015), the left hemisphere appears to be specialised
or these functions. Beginning in early childhood,
91

ealthy subjects exhibit microstructural asymmetry of
he left WM bundles, a phenomenon that appears
o be the counterpart of the morphometric asymme-
ry found in cortical language areas (Dubois et al.,
009).
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tructural connectivity
nd the specific role in focal epilepsy

ocal epilepsy involves recurrent seizures induced
y paroxystic and hyper-synchronous electrical dis-
harges from groups of neurons involving a limited
ortical region, the epileptogenic zone (EZ) (Fisher et
l., 2017). However, the classic definition of the EZ as
the necessary and sufficient cortical region which ini-
iates seizures and the removal or disconnection of
hich stops seizures” seems to be insufficient. Indeed,

ocal-onset seizures are sometimes provoked by micro
egions that are located at a distance from the zones
here seizures normally originate (Stead et al., 2010).
his also explains why a resection of the EZ, even com-
lete, is not always sufficient to stop seizures. The
oncept of the EZ should be regarded more dynam-
cally and from an integrative perspective, rather than

localized region responsible for seizures (de Curtis
nd Avoli, 2015). Indeed, focal epilepsy is increasingly
eing considered as a pathology of the networks of the
rain (Engel, 2013) and the term “systemic epilepsy” is
urrently proposed (Avanzini et al., 2012).
emporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is the most common
ype of focal epilepsy, accounting for 70 to 80% of all
dult cases (Jaimes-Bautista et al., 2015). TLE is often
ssociated with unilateral mesial temporal sclerosis,
hich usually takes the form of hippocampal sclerosis

HS). More than 70% of TLE patients also present with
ippocampal atrophy. One third of TLE patients have
rug-resistant epilepsy and surgery is the only curative

herapy which can stop the seizures (Bernasconi et al.,
011). Seizures and surgical resection may affect cogni-
ive functioning and TLE patients often show cognitive
eficits. Neuropsychological symptoms are usually
ild to moderate given that significant anatomical and

unctional reorganization of cognitive networks may
ccur due to either chronic cerebral dysfunction or
urgery.

ith respect to the chronic pathological process,
hough transitory, epileptic seizures are excitotoxic
i.e. they are neurotoxic because of the high rate
f excitatory neurotransmitter release; de Curtis
nd Avoli [2015]). In addition, repeated activation
f synapses and interconnected networks during
eizures induces various forms of neuronal plastic-
ty (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993). Moreover, epileptic
eizures may cause neuronal loss, followed by the
2

evelopment of new excitatory synapses and axonal
prouting. Molecular biological studies have shown
hat an episode of epileptic hyperactivity could acti-
ate as many as 1,000 genes (Pollard et al., 1996) that
orrespond to precursors of growth factors, leading to
rotein synthesis and dendritic development. Based
n studies published over the past few decades and

f
i
i
I
v
t
a

nimal models, but also in humans with various forms
f epilepsy, the constitution of neo-synapses has been
escribed. In general, the majority of these newly
onstituted synapses are anatomically and function-
lly aberrant (“reactive plasticity” [Esclapez et al., 1999;
en-Ari et al., 2008]), reflected by cognitive deficits.
he most frequent type of cognitive impairment in TLE
oncerns language and memory functions (Alessio et
l., 2013). In a review, Hoppe et al. (2007) reported
hat 55% of all TLE patients suffered from episodic
erbal or non-verbal memory impairments, and that
3% of them suffered from language impairments such
s visual naming, verbal fluency, and comprehension
eficits, suggesting here again that plasticity processes
ccur in epileptic patients, not without any conse-
uences on cognitive functioning. The reorganization
f cerebral networks has traditionally been studied
sing invasive methods, such as the Wada procedure

Wada, 1949) or stereo-electroencephalography (sEEG)
Bancaud and Talairach, 1973). However, recent devel-
pments of new neuroimaging technologies allow us

o assess non-invasively the representation of cog-
itive networks. Brain networks and their plasticity
an thus be considered using two main approaches: a
unctional approach (rest or task-related connectivity)
nd/or structural approach (anatomical connectiv-
ty). These two approaches are complementary and
trongly related (Schmidt et al., 2014). Since resting
etworks of language and especially memory function
re not yet clearly defined, this article will focus on
he relationship between the reorganization patterns
bserved in task-related fMRI and structural connec-

ivity. Moreover, under the neurocognitive perspective
f focal and drug-resistant epilepsy, the links with cog-
ition will also be addressed.

anguage and memory plasticity
n focal epilepsy: a focus on TLE

unctional reorganization

unctional imaging studies clearly show that atypical
epresentations of language, which occur in a minor-
ty of the general population (Mazoyer et al., 2014),
re far more prevalent in epileptic patients. The per-
entage of TLE subjects that exhibit atypical language
epresentation is twice that of healthy individuals
Baciu and Perrone-Bertolotti, 2015). During seizure-
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 20, No. 2, April 2018

ree periods, three atypical patterns are observed:
nter-hemispheric, crossed inter-hemispheric, and
ntra-hemispheric (figure 2).
nter and intra-hemispheric functional differences for
erbal memory are also more prevalent in TLE patients
han in healthy individuals. The findings in this regard
re analogous to those obtained in language studies.
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igure 2. Illustration of the patterns of functional reorganization
ertolotti [2015], with permission).
t the inter-hemispheric level, there is involvement or displaceme
ften in homologous areas of the right hemisphere); this may be

s additional recruitment or displacement of linguistic regions be

or example, Haag and Bonelli (2013) reported that in
LE patients:

memory functions are transferred to homologous
egions in the contralateral hemisphere (inter-
emispheric pattern);
and/or at the intra-hemispheric level, with additional

ecruitment of ipsilateral frontal regions occurs;
or such recruitment occurs at the extra-temporal

evel. Regardless of whether language or memory func-
ions are studied, these atypical patterns appear to
e related to poor performance in some TLE patients.
hereas in normal subjects, naming tasks triggers

eft hippocampal activation, in TLE patients, only the
nferior frontal gyri and left-hemisphere resources are
ctivated. This frontal “strategy” appears to be ineffi-
ient, given that these patients perform naming tasks
ub-optimally (Bonelli et al., 2011). As with language,
ver-recruitment of frontal regions during memory

asks correlates with lower performance.
pileptic Disord, Vol. 20, No. 2, April 2018

tructural reorganization

oscolo et al. (2007) investigated the structure of the
ncinate and inferior longitudinal fasciculi in TLE
atients, based on their anatomical proximity to the
pileptogenic zone. In line with the theory of the

(
c
c
w
o
a

rved in epileptic patients (reproduced from Baciu and Perrone-

critical areas for language in the contralateral hemisphere (most
plete (A), or partial (B). At the intra-hemispheric level (C), there
the classic “eloquent areas” within the dominant hemisphere.

inimal common brain (Ius et al., 2011), Foscolo and
olleagues found no anatomical difference in fibre
acrostructure (mean length and fibre bundle ori-

ntation) between TLE patients and a healthy control
roup. Thus, this again confirms that if there are any
M anomalies in patients with focal epilepsy, they

re only detectable on a meso-microscale (microstruc-
ure). Indeed, in patients suffering from left TLE, DTI
tudies showed that the microscopic integrity of the
ncinate and arcuate fascicules is impaired, along with

he fornix and cingulum (Concha et al., 2005). Hence
he bundles involved in language and memory are typ-
cally impaired in these patients; a fact attested to by
heir cognitive deficits.
anguage and/or memory impairments in TLE patients
ppear to be directly related to the integrity of the WM
undles that traverse the temporal lobe. McDonald
t al. (2008) found a strong association between left
rcuate fasciculus integrity and patients’ naming abil-
ties. In regard to memory in TLE patients, Riley et al.
93

2010) observed that the integrity of the uncinate fas-
iculus and the left inferior longitudinal fasciculus is
orrelated with delayed verbal memory performance,
hereas fornix integrity is related to short-term mem-
ry scores. Even more interestingly, Kucukboyaci et
l. (2014) compared volumetric DTI and MRI in terms
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f naming deficits observed in TLE patients. Nei-
her cortical thickness nor the differences between
rey matter and WM in fronto-temporal regions pro-
ide a satisfactory explanation for these patients’
erformance. A contrario, the diffusion parameters
orrelated strongly with performance, even after con-
rolling for hippocampus size. Hence, the correlation
etween cerebral impairments and cognitive deficits

n TLE patients appears to be closely linked to WM.
n accordance with the concept of plastic and activity-
ependent microstructural connectivity, Ellmore et al.

2010) showed that the structural asymmetry index
ased on DTI data for language-related tracts can
e used to estimate, with a significant predictive
ower, the functional lateralization of linguistic capac-

ties in TLE patients. Furthermore, Dinkelacker et al.
2016) evoked in their review a hyper-connectivity
henomenon (increase in structural connectivity for
ertain subcortical zones in patients with epilepsy
ompared to healthy subjects) that could reflect func-
ional compensation.
lthough the foregoing data already suggest this,

urther studies focusing specifically on the links
etween structural connectivity and reorganization
f language and memory (e.g. atypical right fMRI

ateralization/inter-hemispherical shift) are needed.
hese studies will thus confirm the postulate of a close

nterrelation between functional reorganizations and
hanges in terms of structural connections in epilep-
ic patients, and will further verify or invalidate certain
ssumptions, such as commissural fibre impairment
s a cause or a main contributing factor of the inter-
emispherical shifting observed with high prevalence

n these patients (the transcallosal inhibition reduction
ypothesis; e.g. Baciu and Perrone-Bertolotti [2015]).
asically, DTI studies performed on patients with focal
nd drug-resistant epilepsy clearly reveal a global
hange in WM microstructure. Although epilepsy is
raditionally regarded as a cortex disorder, WM struc-
ures (including those at a distance from the primary
pileptogenic zone) are impacted in focal epilepsy
atients. WM regions that are contralateral to the pre-
umed EZ are affected by these events (Concha et al.,
005; van Eijsden et al., 2011).
o take again the case of TLE patients, diffusion
bnormalities are not confined to the epileptogenic
emporal lobe, but also involve a vast network
omprising various associations, projections, and
ommissural bundles. Diffusion parameter modifica-
4

ion is observed during seizure-free periods and is not
imited to lesional epilepsies (in the presence of HS,
or example), but also occurs in non-lesional epilepsy
cryptogenic epilepsy in which no lesion is detected
y conventional MRI [Rodrigo et al., 2008]). Another
tudy (Keller et al., 2012) found that diffusion anomalies

e
o
s
s
(
r

orrelate with the duration of epilepsy; a phenomenon
he authors viewed as a gradual degenerative pro-
ess resulting from chronic seizures. Thus, here too,
TI studies showed that epilepsy cannot be regarded

olely as a focal cortical pathology with a clearly uni-
ateral lesion.
he existence of diffuse and bilateral changes in the
M of TLE patients with drug resistance is thus well

ocumented. DTI and histological studies of these
atients reveal axonal loss (Dingledine et al., 2014),
educed axonal diameters, and myelin sheath defects
n the surviving axons of the presumed epileptogenic
one (Rodríguez-Cruces and Concha, 2015), however,
n important debate concerns the spatial dynamics of
mpairments. Indeed, the intensity and nature of dam-
ge between WM bundles directly connected to the
pileptogenic zone and those at a greater distance
rom it are not yet clearly defined.
his debate and controversy globally derive from
wo theories, one of “propagation” and another one
f “initiation”. Regarding the propagation theory,

he generalized diffusion anomalies are symmetri-
al and of equal scope inter-hemispherically (e.g. Yu
t al. [2008]), whereby this degeneration appears to
e related to co-occurring commissural fibre impair-
ents (Foscolo et al., 2007). The corpus callosum is

articularly vulnerable to epilepsy (Caligiuri et al.,
016) and is often involved in seizure transmission
hrough the hemispheres (and in relation to gen-
ralization). In TLE patients, for example, seizures
ropagate to the frontal lobe almost every time (mainly
ia the uncinate fasciculus) and are very often propa-
ated to the other hemisphere (Mayanagi et al., 1996).
hus, the frontal lobe appears to serve as the access
oint for seizure propagation by the corpus callosum.

n line with the symmetry theory, the nature of the
hanges in the ipsilateral epileptogenic hemisphere
hould be identical, as these changes are related
o seizure propagation (Imamura et al., 2016). These
bservations suggest that contralateral epileptogenic
emisphere changes are a direct and primary effect of
pileptic activity.
egarding the initiation theory (Ahmadi et al., 2009;
oncha et al., 2010), such changes are far more
ronounced in the ipsilateral hemisphere in local
pilepsy networks (epileptigenic zone). Based on a
eta-analysis of 13 studies, Otte et al. (2012) compared

he integrity of various WM tissues in TLE patients,
ccording to their degree of connection with the
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 20, No. 2, April 2018

pileptogenic temporal lobe; in line with the theory
f initiation, the deterioration of directly connected
tructures was greater than that of the most distant
tructures, such as contralateral fibres. Riley et al.
2010) found a “centrifugal decrease” of deficits with
egards to the epileptogenic zone, despite diffuse
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M changes. According to these authors, the nature
f impairments also varies. The variance observed

n local networks (around the EZ) is attributable to
rimary chronic degeneration, whereas secondary
amage (minor fibre loss or myelin degradation) is
bserved in other affected bundles; the authors asso-
iate the latter with phenomena of disconnections or
iaschisis. In this regard, changes in the contralateral
pileptogenic hemisphere are regarded as an indirect
nd secondary effect of seizures.

onclusions

part from the theoretical benefits of addressing
he issue of the spatial dynamics of impairments,
he structural connectivity approach will also have

ajor benefits for clinical practice. Further struc-
ural connectivity studies in patients with focal and
rug-resistant epilepsy -in particular via non-invasive
iffusion imaging- will provide more information on
hat is happening at a distance from the presumed
pileptogenic zone. Given that a certain amount of
ubcortical plasticity exists, this approach may well
llow biomarkers to be identified that can be used,
or example, to localize the region that needs to be
emoved (e.g. epileptogenic networks), as well as func-
ional regions that must not be impacted. Thus, it may
ell be possible for this technique to be integrated into

linical practice for preoperative evaluations of epilep-
ic patients with drug-resistance, as a guide to surgical
ecision-making in order to improve the resection ver-
us function balance.
n order to fully take advantage of the focal nature
f an epileptic condition, and in particular the TLE
odel for the study of language-memory brain reor-

anization (the temporal lobe being deeply involved
n language and memory functions), a multimodal
pproach should always be used. A major work now
oncerns the identification of the potential relation-
hips between:

impaired WM belonging to language and memory
tructural networks based on DTI analyses;

and functional reorganization patterns that come
o light via task and/or rest-related fMRI for language

emory functional networks.
he results of these investigations should be inter-
reted in light of the scores obtained from the different
pileptic Disord, Vol. 20, No. 2, April 2018

ub-processes of these cognitive functions and of the
linical modulating factors (lateralization/location of
Z, epilepsy duration, antiepileptic drugs, etc.).
his multimodal approach will help to develop new

ntegrated neurocognitive models for use in clinical
ettings. A multimodal study of brain plasticity in these
atients will allow biomarkers to be identified that are

R

A
f
l

Structural connectivity and epilepsy

pecific to the chronic impairments associated with
pilepsy.
hen related to the cognitive scores, these biomark-

rs will enable us to define the various reorganization
rofiles, e.g. efficient reorganization, as opposed to

ess efficient reorganization. Some profiles could be
etermined in both pre- and post-surgical phases

follow-up) in order to detect longitudinal modifica-
ions of features of structural connectivity linked to
cute or subacute plasticity in the early stages, fol-
owed by those corresponding to long-term recovery.
n addition, comparisons between networks observed
fter successful (cessation or significant reduction of
eizures) and unsuccessful (no effect on seizures)
urgery can potentially be used to identify regular pat-
erns of persistent and problematic epileptic networks.
his would be useful to improve guidance towards
upplementary therapeutic interventions.
nfortunately, the study of structural connectivity in

he post-surgical phase is still lacking and must be
eveloped. The ultimate goal of this type of approach
ill be to acquire the capacity to predict postoperative
utcomes (clinical, cognitive, and cerebral prognoses)
olely based on preoperative characteristics, by using
he above-mentioned biomarkers as a basis. More-
ver, inasmuch as structural connectivity appears to be
trongly correlated with cognitive abilities, it will be a
ey factor that should be taken into account in order
o describe and understand the mechanisms related to
he efficiency of brain reorganization; it will also help
s to develop fully integrated and dynamic neurocog-
itive models (including hodological models).

ndeed, one of the greatest challenges facing neuro-
cience today is the integration of multimodal data,
ith the goal of gaining an understanding of the neu-

onal processes and networks that support cognition
nd behavior. Structural connectivity engenders new
nsights concerning brain networks. If the relationship
etween these networks and brain cognition and func-

ion is elucidated, these insights could potentially set
he stage for the development of a complete and inte-
rated connectome for epileptic pathology. �

upplementary data.
ummary didactic slides are available on the
ww.epilepticdisorders.com website.
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